DRIVING QUALITY OUTCOMES IN EDUCATION THROUGH QUALITY TEACHER TRAINING

Key Ingredients: school instructional leadership, monitoring and evaluation of in-service training. Finance, governance, curriculum, student assessment, career opportunities/incentives and performance management.

QUALITY DRIVER 1
Screening/filtering
Entry/Exit requirements to attract quality candidates

QUALITY DRIVER 2
Coursework
Content and pedagogical knowledge for actual curriculum
Capable teacher educators

QUALITY DRIVER 3
Practicum
Adequate duration
Supported experience
Monitoring of practicum

QUALITY DRIVER 4
Quality Assurance Features
Institutional accreditation, program oversight and support, alternative preparation mechanisms, transparent screening/filtering mechanisms, teacher certification

QUALITY DRIVER 5
In-Service Training
Adequate duration
Discipline-focused
Reflective of adult learning
Sustained follow-up support
Adapted to teachers capacity
Sustained scale-up

Intermediate outcomes
Improved pedagogical knowledge and teaching practices

Outcomes
Enhanced student achievement, attendance, attainment, completion